
 
 
 



Description

This report seeks to bring to light the vulnerability of children in Chile, analyzing the period from

October 2019 to August 2020. The report was carried out by an interdisciplinary team and is

mainly based on a review of official national and international written reports and documents,

testimonies of children and adolescents, and journalistic investigations. All of the above ensures

the reliability of this document, the contents of which are properly cited and attached in a

transparent and clear manner.
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Introduction

The International Organization of DD. HH. 18.10, publishes its first Report on the Rights of Children

and Adolescents in Chile, considering cases that occurred since the Social Upheaval of October

2019. It is particularly important to point out that these occur in the context of social upheaval and

pandemic, situations that currently afflict the ever-changing country, during events that have led to

a call for a national plebiscite planned for October 2020, to change its Magna Carta, or constitution

which had been inherited from the dictatorship of Augusto Pinochet.

During this period of confinement, there have been practices that have become more ingrained,

further deepening the tensions experienced as part of this social upheaval and that were

documented by two legal reports published by our organization, as well as by other national

and international bodies1. However, the pandemic period has highlighted other realities that

fundamentally affect the rights of Chilean minors. Therefore, this work seeks to present to the

international community, a first look at the main aspects that affect one of the most vulnerable and

overlooked social sectors of Chilean society: children and adolescents.

The criminalization of children and adolescents in Chile has been a long-standing violation of

human rights practice, and every year the numbers of minors charged by the police or military

in the national territory increase. In this sense, it is important to note that the entire criminal

process - from the actual detention, the subsequent filing of charges and pre-trial detention or

other deprivations of liberty, and forms of precautionary measures, to arbitrary trials and other

violations of jurisdictional guarantees accorded by international standards for the humanitarian

protection of children - is tinged with an obvious willful breach and transgression by the State of

Chile of all international agreements. In particular, the International Convention on the Rights

of the Child (UN, 1989), signed by Chile more than 24 years ago and ratified in 1990, has been

disrespected. This agreement obliges States to adopt amendments to their laws regarding the

safety and rights of children. Among the rights enshrined according to Unicef (2020) are access to

education, information, justice, a safe environment and opportunities to participate and express

opinions.

Our report covers aspects such as the criminalization of children and adolescents since and as a

consequence of the social upheaval of October 2019 and attempts to inform about the human

rights violations found during the detention process, as well as the legal status of criminalized

children and adolescents. It also addresses issues related to pre-trial detention and other custodial

precautionary measures, such as prolonged pretrial detentions without bail, and our concerns

about the continued use of these measures in times of pandemic. We will address the harm

1 https://ddhh-1810.org/downloads/
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suffered by young people and adolescents following serious assaults on their human rights via

the use of legal tools such as the State Homeland Security Act (hereinafter the Internal Security

Act) which, strictly speaking, is a general criminal law for adults. A special chapter highlights the

situation of the Mapuche children and adolescents and finishes with aspects relating to the repair

of the damage caused to children and adolescents in Chilean legislation.

In this report we reiterate our call for international accountability, in particular of countries that have

trade agreements with the State of Chile, in the light of the complaints made and the democratic

clauses affecting the continuity of these agreements and the need to activate the processes

necessary for their implementation.

We insist that this is a first look and therefore does not contain all aspects of vulnerability, given

the sensitivity of the issues and the restriction of access to ongoing legal files. However, it makes it

possible to highlight the gaps between the local reality and the national and international standards

to which Chile has committed itself. As with any Human Rights report, the closing deadlines for

the formulation of the report can mean that more up to date information may not be included.
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I. Violation of the protection of the Economic, Social and

Cultural Rights of children and adolescents by the State of

Chile.

In Chile, according to Unicef figures2, 187,825 children and adolescents are served by the National

Child Service (Sename).: 90.7% of them are beneficiaries of noninstitutionalized programs; i.e.

they live with their families or caregivers and attend the programmes. Of the 4,259,155 children

and adolescents between 0 and 17 years of age living in Chile, 22.9% suffer multidimensional

poverty multidimensional poverty3, or 907,711 children and adolescents.

Multidimensional poverty is defined as an evaluation of 15 indicators in areas such as health,

education, work and social security, housing and environment, and networks and social cohesion,

with established thresholds that verify compliance with the indicators. A person is in a situation

of multidimensional poverty when he does not reach the thresholds of these indicators (National

Socioeconomic Description Survey (Casen) years 20154 and 20175).

On the other hand, of the total number of children living in Chile, 13,9%, (577.000 children and

adolescents) live in poverty according to income, calculated according to the minimum income

that allows a person to cover all their basic needs per month, based on the cost of the so-called

Basic Food Basket (or Minimum Poverty Guidelines). The amount of income to consider if a

household is in such a situation varies depending on the number of people living in it and the

year of its measurement. According to the Casen index in "2015, this amount was $151,669 for a

one-person household and $531,621 for a six-person home; in 2017, this amount was $158,145

for a one-person home and $554,322 for a six-person home."

Alexandra’s case. Alejandra (not her real name) is 16, lives with her grandfather Manuel, Marcela,

the grandfather’s partner, and her sister Francisca, 13. Her mother, who was called Ema, died

at age 31 due to an overdose from crack cocaine use6 and all the factors associated with it:

homelessness, abuse, destitution. In this context Alejandra and Francisca are born, who do not

know who their father was. Despite the efforts of the grandparents to protect and recover Ema and

2 UNICEF, NEW FREE (2020, January) CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS IN CHILE (2020, January). https:
//www.unicef.org/chile/sites/unicef.org.chile/files/2020-05/Figures-childhood-UNICEF-2020.pdf

3 Report on Social Development 2019 http://www.desarrollosocialyfamilia.gob.cl/storage/docs/Informe_de_
Desarrollo_Social_2019.pdf

4 Result CASEN Study 2015 http://observatorio.ministeriodesarrollosocial.gob.cl/casen-multidimensional/casen/
casen_2015.php

5 Result CASEN Study 2017 http://observatorio.ministeriodesarrollosocial.gob.cl/casen-multidimensional/casen/
casen_2017.php

6 It is a low-cost drug similar to crack made with waste from cocaine and processed with sulfuric acid and kerosene
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their granddaughters, whom were permanently exposed to the risks of living in the streets, both

sisters were placed under the ward of the Juvenile Courts and Child Protection system at a very

young age (Alejandra at 6 years of age and Francisca at 3 years of age). Ema tried to recover her

daughters, however, the deterioration caused by drug use and living in the streets cost her loss of

life.

The grandparents live in a shack (mediaagua)7 set up on a plot granted to a group of shanty-town

dwellers in the district, which is where they settled to raise their granddaughters. The shack has

two rooms; one is intended for a bedroom, with two beds (one for the grandparents another for the

girls; and the other room is used for everything else, eating, cooking and working on rainy days.

The bathroom and kitchen are communal and together with the neighbors of the site there are

hoses installed - with difficulty - to provide water. Don Manuel works as a craftsman of the totora

and the coirón8 and Doña Marcela prepares lunches that she sells in a public transportation hub

stand; with this they manage to cover the basic needs of the family, plus state aid, which is not

much. The girls are now involved in a state-run network of child protection programs, allowing

them to have a little more support. Life, since the girls have been with them, about 3 years ago,

has not been easy, Alejandra has had problems at school: she is older than her classmates,

because she is behind at school, and the teacher frequently calls Dona Marcela to tell her about

Alejandra’s behavioral problems, her aggressiveness, lack of participation in class, and does not

follow instructions, etc. The experience of living on the streets makes it difficult for her to live with

her family.

The shantytown where they live is considered a high risk zone, without places for games or

laughter, because weapons and drug trafficking, especially of crack cocaine, has stolen the spaces

destined for play such as ball-playing fields or squares, so Dona Marcela is afraid when her

granddaughter leaves the house, and worries that she might repeat the story of her mother.

From a very young age, Alejandra has already gone through different intervention programs, has

met many psychologists and social workers, knows the questions, the processes, knows how to

answer all of the questions, and no longer wants to have anything to do with it. However, her

grandparents accept the support, they know that without these programs she might lose her

matriculation at school or have her tuition cancelled, without professional support. Even for the

grandparents, it means a space of emotional support that they say they need in the care of and

upbringing of their granddaughters under these circumstances.

Precarious housing settlements, overcrowding, lack of services, coupled with dangerous

neighborhoods and unstable and insufficient income, do not allow them to emerge from a situation

7 Emergency Housing, light material, usually wood.
8 Crafts which based on straw-like vegetable leaf-based tissues, which are collected in summer.
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that becomes chronic, because there is no capacity to save, nor the possibility of applying for a

housing subsidy, or leasing a house that will provide them with better conditions. The possibility

of making the site where they live as part of an officially recognized urban planning zone under

the Housing and Urban Planning Service (Serviu) is hindered because it is not legally registered,

which also does little to assure them any housing stability even if they had the possibility of building

their own house. In short, there are multiple obstacles and challenges to building a society where

there is social justice, where children stop being a political campaign slogan, and instead a society

where policies are developed aimed at improving the living conditions of children and adolescents

in Chile, and in Latin America, where thousands of Alexandras survive every day.
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II. Criminalization of children and adolescents on the basis

of their legitimate right to protest, as a result of the social

upheaval.

a. Children and adolescents detained since and as a result of the social upheaval.

Following the social upheaval since October 2019, there have been a large number of arrests of

adolescents while they were exercising their legitimate right to freedom of expression during mass

demonstrations. The number of children and adolescents reported as detainees varies depending

on the institution involved in the government-run repression. In this regard, the National Institute

of Human Rights (INDH) reported on February 12, 2020 that, among the more than 10 thousand

detainees, what stands out is an overall figure of 1,133 children and adolescents who continued

to be confined to that date; this figure was verified by actual visits to police stations made by the

INDH. The REPORT published on February 19, 2020, verified the number of detentions as 10,365

people whom were visited at police stations by the organization, "there were 7,490 men, 1,603

women and 1,249 children and adolescents detained after participating in demonstrations" (INDH,

19 February 2020)9.

9 National Institute of Human Rights, INDH. (2020,February 19). "INDH delivers a new report of figures four
months after the social crisis began”. https://www.indh.cl/indh-entrega-nuevo-reporte-de-cifras-a-cuatro-meses-de-
iniciada-la-crisis-social/
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The Public Prosecutor’s Office, in its report of November 30, 201910, reported that "30,102 people

have been sent to Detention Control (ACD) hearings for various offenses, since the beginning

of social demonstrations in the country, between October 18th and November 22nd, 2019. The

figures for arrests in flagrante delicto or “in-the-act” arrests officially registered with the Public

Prosecutor’s Office, to date, reached up to 26,092 people.

For its part, the National Prosecutor’s Office indicated that official victims of institutional violence

registered until March 31st reached 8,827, including 1,362 children and adolescents (Maxi

Goldschmidt, 2020, July 1811).

10 Prosecution Chile (2020) "The Prosecutor’s Office reaches more than 20 thousand charged with various offences
since 18 October" (2019, November 30). http://www.fiscaliadechile.cl/Fiscalia/sala_prensa/noticias_det.do?noticiaId=
17005

11 Maxi Goldschmidt (2020, July 18) Bewilderment; Nine months after the social outburst,
the voices of the mobilizations accuse delay in investigations by the prosecutor’s office (2020).
https://www.eldesconcierto.cl/2020/07/18/a-nueve-meses-del-estallido-social-las-voces-de...
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In turn, the Children’s Ombudsman in its study "Effects of the state of emergency and subsequent

social crisis 2019 on children, girls and adolescents 12" reveals that 6,420 adolescents aged 14

to 17 years were detained by Carabineros de Chile (national police) between October 19 and

December 31, 2019, reaching a maximum of 614 adolescents detained on the day of October

20th.

b. Violations of human rights during detention

Christie Mella13, psychologist, master’s in criminology and Forensic Psychology and PhD in Social

Policy at the University of Bristol, identified the Chilean state as a child abuser and rapist state.

She points out that the imprisonment of minors has led to extreme physical violence, which has left

lifelong scars in all who were, and continue to be, directly affected in the multiple arbitrary arrests

and attacks, and in current forms of prison internment or formalization, including the SENAME

sites.

On February 12, 2020, the INDH reported a total of 9,877 arrests between October and December

2019, of which 1,133 are minors. The Institute states that, in this context, it has received “different

types of complaints, such as torture, cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment, including sexual

violence and cases of non-compliance with the rights of the detainees” 14. On December 6, 2019,

the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) expressed in its press release No.

317/19, its "condemnation of the excessive use of force in the context of social protests in Chile"15.

The situation of children and adolescents in the context of state of emergency and social crisis in

Chile shows that 95% of the victims reported that their assailant was a police officer (carabinero or

national police force), a member of the military or an investigations police officer (known in Chile as

the PDI). The Child Ombudsman’s Office received 602 cases of children and adolescents whose

rights as children and adolescents were violated, 541% more than complaints made during the

same period of the previous year (2018). In 147 of these cases there was no criminal investigation

filed, so the agency filed the complaints, in addition to nine other criminal complaints16.

12 “Study Effects of state of emergency and subsequent social crisis 2019 on children and adolescents". Advocacy
for Children. https://www.defensorianinez.cl/estud_y_estadi/estudio-efectos-del-estado-de-excepcion-y-posterior-
crisis-social-2019-en-ninos-ninas-y-adolescentes/

13 Mella Cristhie (2020,March 24). "Student childhood rights and condemns the battering state-father" Ciper-Chile
https://ciperchile.cl/2020/03/24/derechos-de-la-infancia-estudiantil-y-condena-al-estado-padre-maltratador/

14 INDH accounts for almost 10,000 people detained in the context of the social crisis (2020, February 12).
https://www.indh.cl/indh-contabiliza-casi-10-mil-personas-detenidas-en-contexto-de-la-crisis-social/

15 Commission Inter-American Human Rights (IACHR), press release No. 317/19 (2019, December 6). http:
//www.oas.org/es/cidh/prensa/comunicados/2019/317.asp

16 Report on the crisis situation in Chile at 22-01-2020. https://www.defensorianinez.cl/wp-content/uploads/2020/
01/Informecrisis22enero_digital.pdf
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The consequences for the children and adolescents arrested as a result of the social upheaval

are devastating. Not only because of the violations of human rights suffered during the detention

procedure, but also because of the impact on the whole spectrum of their personal life and their

right to adequate lifespan development, taking into account that a large majority of the adolescents

and youth detainees are high school and university students.

The public prosecutor’s report reiterates its commitment to collaborate in the creation of a "juvenile

penal system" respectful of the rights and guarantees of children and adolescents and one that

establishes responsibilities according to developmental levels. This commitment is questionable

given the serious nature of the documented abuses by the police and military forces, as is the case

of the nearly 500 people who are victims of eye mutilation, among which is the case of Gustavo

Gatica, 22, a psychology student at the Academy of Christian Humanism University. Patricio Meza,

vice president of the Colegio Médico (Medical Association), stated on November 11, 2019, that

"Chile is the first country with a world record for eye amputation caused by state violence”17.

17 School Physician (November 11, 2019) Guild exposes about serious injuries by shotgun pellets at the University
of Chile (2019). http://www.colegiomedico.cl/gremio-expone-sobre-las-graves-lesiones-por-balines-en-la-universidad-
de-chile/
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c. Crimes against criminalized children

The Chilean state does not recognize as political prisoners those who are imprisoned in the social

upheaval. However, it is the President of Chile himself, Sebastián Piñera, who publicly declared

war against his people, signaling out the teenagers and young people who took part in the peaceful

protests as "a powerful enemy18". Thus, it has been the government’s task to apply the full weight

of the law to charges that may involve sentences ranging from 3 to 20 years of imprisonment.

The crimes that minors are most commonly charged with, in the context of the social upheaval,

are directly related to the incidents that occurred in demonstrations. These are moments when,

generally, while exercising their freedom of expression, they are brutally repressed by the Chilean

police, receiving beatings, pellets and toxic gases, and detained and charged with a series of

crimes with a criminal slant, in order to separate them from the political context in which they

occur: that of legitimate protests of the people of Chile in the face of centuries of abuse by bad

governments.

In this case, they are usually charged with crimes of public disorder and ill-treatment of the police.

During the same period last year, only three minors were charged with the aforementioned crimes,

while during the social upheaval between October and December 2019, the number rose to 200,

an increase of 6,500%, according to the Specialized Unit for Adolescent Criminal Responsibility

and Violent Crimes of the National Prosecutor’s Office.

Arrests for the crime of ill-treatment of the police increased from 34 to 68 cases, compared to the

same period last year, an increase of 100%. They are also charged with the crime of theft in a

place not inhabited (looting), which increased by 81.7% over the same period last year: All of

these crimes mentioned have high penalties in the Chilean legal system. Therefore, it is possible

to affirm that under the government of Sebastián Piñera, minors are systematically detained, and

then prosecuted by requesting several years in prison, for their participation in the social protest,

denying them their legitimate right to express themselves.

18 Statement by the Presidency of Chile, October 27, 2019.https://prensa.presidencia.cl/comunicado.aspx?id=
103689
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Minors in detention (14 to 18 years old) during the day of 18 October 2019. Source: Carabineros of
Chile.

An example is the case of the minor Benjamín S., held since November 7, 2019, who turned 17

years old at the San Joaquín Temporary Detention Center, which is part of the National Service

for Minors (SENAME). He is accused of burning down the Pedrero subway station, and the

prosecutor’s office has requested 10 years of prison for him.

d. Pre-trial detention and other custodial measures as an early punishment (or

prolonged pretrial detention without bail as de-facto sentences).

In the desolate panorama faced by minors criminalized by social protest, there are also violations

of their guarantees of due process during the detention and investigation process.

The State of Chile has adopted the practice of ordering pretrial detention, or other measures of

deprivation of liberty, as precautionary measures against accused minors, which is absolutely

contrary to international standards on children’s rights. In international treaties, these deprivations

of liberty are measures of last resort, i.e. the last and not the first to be applied, in order to

guarantee the outcome of the investigation. On the contrary, when enforcing these decisions,

Chilean courts treat minors with the same standards as adults, disregarding the best interests of

the child and the pro person principle, decisions that clearly violate the human rights of children.
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e. Prison sentences that minors criminalized by social protest are at risk of getting.

According to the following table, concerning the determination of sentences by number of years,

in case of being convicted for the crimes with which they are charged, the accused minors risk

at least 3 years of imprisonment. For example, in the prosecution of a 16-year-old accused of

carrying three Molotov cocktails, the prosecution requests four years for each Molotov cocktail in

his possession, i.e. a total of 12 years.
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The official data published in the police report gives a general idea of the amount of prison time

that young people detained in Chile risk getting during the social upheaval: the accused minors

risk sentences of up to 24 years.
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f. Other violations of the human rights of children and adolescents during the judicial

processes of criminalization and application of the Internal State Security Act.

Through the Public Prosecutor’s Offices, the State of Chile has violated the human rights of

children and adolescents, accusing them of violating certain laws from a catalogue of charges

of the adult criminal system that aggravate or expand the penalties, such as the Arms Control

Act19, applied to the majority of political prisoners of the social unrest who are currently being

prosecuted. Likewise, the application of the State Internal Security Act has been used to increase

the penalties, as described above.

In Chile, the Law on Adolescent Criminal Responsibility (Law No. 20,084, hereinafter RPA) is a

special regime of criminal responsibility for children. It is the only one applicable to them when

they commit an offense and establishes, among other things, a differentiated system of penalties

both in terms of their extension - shorter duration - and their mode of enforcement, which must

be served in semi-closed and closed minors’ residences. It was created in recognition of and

in compliance with the International Human Rights System for children and adolescents, based

essentially on the principle of the best interests of the child. It establishes the obligation of Member

States to have special provisions in criminal matters for minors, which are enshrined in the UN

Standard Minimum Rules for the Administration of Justice for Children, in line with Article 40 of the

19 Specialized Unit for Violent Crimes and Adolescent Criminal Responsibility; Law No. 21.208. http://www.
fiscaliadechile.cl/Fiscalia/quienes/gestion__CP_2020.pdf
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Convention on the Rights of the Child20, General Comment No. 24 of 2019 and the UN Guidelines

for the Prevention of Juvenile Delinquency.

In the midst of the social upheaval, Piñera’s government announced the application of the Internal

State Security Act (Law No. 20,077) to the general population. This law exacerbates the penalties

of certain crimes as they are deemed to have been carried out against national sovereignty, internal

security or public order; by this we mean disorders or any other act of violence aimed at altering

public order; destruction and damage to public and private property, etc. Such regulations have

been used by the Chilean Government as the main means of justifying, from affirmative rights,

acts of brutal repression and criminalization of social protest, both among adults and minors.

In this regard, it is important to point out that the application of the Internal Security Act 21,

to minors is - in the opinion of this human rights centre - totally and absolutely ILLEGAL,

UNCONSTITUTIONAL AND UNCONVENTIONAL.

It is ILLEGAL, since although the RPA Law does not expressly exclude its application to minors, in

its article 20 it states that the only purpose for which this special regime of criminal responsibility

20 United Nations (April 25, 2007). Convention on the Rights of the Child, General Comment No. 10
(2007) Children’s Rights in Juvenile Justice (2007) https://www.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/WopiFrame.aspx?sourcedoc=
/Documents/Publications/Slides/SlidesChapter10.pptx&action=default&DefaultItemOpen=1

21 Ministry of the Interior of Chile (December 30, 2010), Decree 890: Establishes updated and consolidated text of
Law 12.297, on State Security, Library of the National Congress of Chile, consulted on February 21, «Decree 890:
Establishes updated and consolidated text of Law 12.297, on State Security», Library of the National Congress of
Chile, consulted on February 21, 2015.
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can be applied to minors is to make them accountable for the criminal acts they commit, so that no

external law can be added to this regime for the sole purpose of increasing the penalties.

It is UNCONSTITUTIONAL, because the Political Constitution of the Republic of Chile, by virtue

of its article 5, recognizes and expressly enshrines the duty of the State of Chile to guarantee

and promote the enjoyment of human rights recognized both by the Constitution and by the

international treaties ratified and in force, including the Convention on the Rights of the Child,

which is clearly not being respected.

It is UNCONVENTIONAL, since the State of Chile is failing to comply with its obligations under the

international human rights conventions it has signed, especially the Convention on the Rights of

the Child and all the other aforementioned observations, guidelines and recommendations issued

by the United Nations, which oblige it to maintain a special system of criminal responsibility for

children, making it impossible to apply a general criminal law for adults, such as the State Internal

Security Act.
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III. Violation of the human rights of Mapuche children and

adolescents

The Mapuche people are the most numerous native communities in Chile, and are concentrated

in the south of the country, mostly in the Araucanía region (IX region). They also constitute the

largest indigenous population in the Bio Bio region (VIII region), Los Lagos region (X region), and

Los Rios region (XIV region). Furthermore, according to the latest Casen survey (2017), in terms

of indigenous peoples22, the highest national percentage (13.9%) of children and adolescents

living in poverty is in the regions of Araucanía and Bío Bío. The indigenous Mapuche people are

constituted in macro-areas called Lof, composed of family groups gathered in various territorial

entities.

In recent decades, the Mapuche people have been known for their organization in the vindication

of their rights, their natural resources and their ancestral territory, through social mobilization and

protest. These demands have persisted in the face of the negative impact that the exploitation of

forest companies and the construction of development projects managed by private companies

and multinationals have had, which do not take into account the rights of the communities in their

territories.

The process of vindicating the rights of the Mapuche people and the increase in indigenous

mobilization has generated a response on the part of the State that has translated - among other

aspects - into the criminalization of these collective actions and those of their leaders, and into the

militarization of ancestral territories 23.

Various international organizations 24 have reported on this situation of violence and conflict in

the Araucanía region, as well as the way in which it impacts on the enjoyment of the rights of

indigenous communities, drawing particular attention to the effect that violence has on the rights

of children and adolescents25.

22 Results of the CASEN National Socio-economic Characterization Survey, carried out in 2017, concerning
indigenous peoples. http://observatorio.ministeriodesarrollosocial.gob.cl/casen-multidimensional/casen/docs/Casen_
2017_Pueblos_Indigenas.pdf

23 The marked childhood. A digital field journalism research project that tells extraordinary stories of ordinary
people. https://www.connectas.org/especiales/ninezmarcada/

24 United Nations (2020) ECLAC; Mapuche Territorial Alliance (2012) Territorial inequalities and social exclusion of
the Mapuche people in Chile. Situation of the Commune of Ercilla from a rights perspective (2012). https://www.cepal.
org/es/publicaciones/3974-desigualdades-territoriales-exclusion-social-pueblo-mapuche-chile-situacion-la

25 United Nations (2020) Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) Committee against Torture ,
CAT (2020). https://www.ohchr.org/SP/Pages/Home.aspx
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The Brandon Hernández Huentecol Case. On January 24, 2019, the Angol Criminal Court

published the sentence against the former non-commissioned officer of the Carabineros, Christian

Rivera Silva, accused of having shot more than 180 pellets to the back of the young 17-year-old

Mapuche, Brandon Hernández Huentecol, in the middle of a police checkpoint on 18 December

2016 in Curaco sector of the district of Collipulli26.

In this court ruling, the former Carabinero was sentenced to three years and 541 days in prison27,

as the perpetrator of the crimes of serious injury and unjust humiliation against the young Mapuche.

In the course of the trial, in the opinion of the Chilean justice system, it was not possible to prove

the defendant’s intent to kill. It should be mentioned that the former carabinero will serve the

aforementioned sentence under intensive probation, despite the seriousness of the proven facts.

On February 6, 2019, the attorneys of the young Mapuche presented an appeal for annulment

before the Court of Appeals in Temuco, to request a new trial against the former policeman,

seeking to have him convicted of attempted murder. Finally, on May 10, 2019, the first chamber of

the Temuco Court of Appeals rejected this appeal for dismissal.

This case is just one example of the violence with which the Carabineros operate in the area and

the low penalties received by the officials who carry out the violent acts. In other serious cases of

police violence that have resulted in the death of young Mapuche men - such as the murders of

Alex Lemún, Matías Catrileo and Jaime Mendoza Collío - the perpetrators have received at most,

reduced sentences.

Meanwhile, Brandon Hernández’s health situation remains very complex: he has been surgically

treated more than 17 times and still has more than 90 pellets embedded in his body which,

according to his mother Ada Huentecol, may be contaminating him with lead.

The situation of indigenous peoples in Chile remains very worrying and painful. The national

security approach used to address the situation in the Araucanía region has resulted in

unnecessary violence, police raids that do not meet human rights standards, serious breaches

of due process, violations of the rights of indigenous children and new charges under the

Anti-Terrorism Act. For its part, the approach used under the Indigenous Consultation mechanisms,

amendments to the Indigenous Law, is worrying, as it attempts to legitimize measures that

undermine the territorial rights of indigenous peoples and jeopardize the progress already made.

26 González.F.T (2019, February 3) Universidad de Chile Newspaper: "Sangre de plomo: La vida de Brandon con
90 perdigones". (2019, February 3). https://radio.uchile.cl/2019/02/03/sangre-de-plomo-la-vida-de-brandon-con-90-
perdigones/

27 El Mostrador (2019) "Carabinero who shot 180 pellets in the back at Brandon Hernández Huentecol will serve
three years in intensive probation". (2019, January 24). https://www.elmostrador.cl/noticias/pais/2019/01/24/solo-una-
condena-de-libertad-vigilada-para-el-carabinero-que-disparo-al-joven-mapuche-brandon-hernandez-huentecol/
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It is worth recalling that Convention 16928, in its Article 8, provides that:

1. In the application of national laws and regulations to the peoples concerned, due regard

shall be paid to their customs or customary laws.

2. These peoples shall have the right to retain their own customs and institutions, provided

that these are not incompatible with fundamental rights defined by the national legal system

and with internationally recognized human rights. Whenever necessary, procedures shall

be established for the settlement of disputes which may arise from the application of this

principle.

Moreover, Article 9 of the same instrument states that:

1. To the extent compatible with the national legal system and internationally recognized human

rights, the methods traditionally used by the peoples concerned with the suppression of

crimes committed by their members shall be respected.

2. The authorities and courts called upon to rule on criminal matters shall take into account the

customs of these peoples in the matter.

It is imperative and urgent that the State of Chile put an end to the brutal violence historically

exercised against the Mapuche people; that the Chilean police stop the aggressions against

children and adolescents living in the ancestral territory, and that the government guarantee them

the right to live in peace, as well as protection and reparation in accordance with international

human rights standards that it has not been able to guarantee in 500 years of supposed rule of

law.

28 ILO Convention 169 https://www.ilo.org/public/libdoc/ilo/2003/103B09_345_engl.pdf
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IV. Damage caused to children and adolescents by human

rights violations committed by the State of Chile and its

obligation to provide comprehensive reparation

a. The harm suffered by children and adolescents

The ongoing violations of the human rights of children and adolescents described in this report,

among many other forms of state violence, are well documented and published by various human

rights bodies, including the Children’s Defence Agency, the public institution responsible for child

protection in Chile

However, both the State of Chile and the other democratic States have turned a deaf ear to

these aggressions, which can easily be qualified as crimes against humanity, condemned by the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the Universal Declaration of the Rights of the Child, the

Convention on the Protection of Children’s Rights and the whole series of international conventions

on the rights of the child. In light of these strong foundations, the concept of democracy in Chile

has absolutely no validity, given that the methods of repression against adolescents and the

population in general are the actions of a dictatorship comparable to that of Pinochet.

There are many, deep and serious damages that children and adolescents have suffered

because of these violations of their human rights committed by the State of Chile, both by

its actions and by omission in the fulfilment of its obligations.

As for violations committed by ACTION, these have been carried out directly and indirectly by

agents of the state, police and military through the practice of illegal and arbitrary arrests, physical,

sexual and psychological violence in the process of detention with and without charges, which

could perfectly be described as torture and cruel treatment, against Mapuche adolescents, and

against children in Chilean territory in general.

Indirectly, they exercise psychological violence against all the children who have been forced to

witness these acts of extreme violence against the inhabitants; this is especially the case of the

Mapuche children, who have lived their entire existence and development in a militarized territory,

marked by police abuse. Because every police officer who assaults an adult in the presence of a

child is also assaulting him or her.

This violence is still perpetrated by State agents, from the Public Prosecutor’s Office, when

accusations are made against minors, violating their procedural guarantees. It is also carried

out by the judges, when imposing precautionary measures depriving the accused minors of their

freedom, classifying them as a danger to society for the sole exercise of their right to demonstrate
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and not observing the sacred principle of the HIGHER INTEREST OF THE CHILD, destroying

their lives by sending them to the SENAME Institution as a precautionary measure during the

investigation.

In this regard, it has been indicated that these violations reported by children and adolescents

are carried out especially by police officers in an institution with a history of aggression against

minors, as in the case of Mapuche children in La Araucanía, or against high school school students

mobilized in various previous social protests. In both cases, the State of Chile has not so far made

any proposals to prevent or repair the damage.

Concerning violations by OMISSION, committed by the State of Chile by not complying with its

obligations to guarantee the rights enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Children’s Rights and

in the International Conventions, Guidelines and Observations relating to children, enabling their

rights to be violated.

Vulnerabilities include a very broad spectrum. The case of Alejandra, who exemplifies the lives

of so many other children in extreme poverty, demonstrates the lack of guarantees from the

Chilean State in the protection of their economic, social, and cultural rights. Furthermore, the

omissions allow for the criminalization of adolescents exercising their legitimate right to freedom

of expression. The brutal physical, sexual and psychological repression committed by Chilean

police officers during the rallies is left in total impunity. This implies the failure to grant a peaceful

solution consistent with the rights claimed legitimately by our native peoples, to fulfil their obligation

to guarantee the right to live in an environment free of violence to all Mapuche children. And

they even include the everyday circumstance of forcing all Chilean children to live in a country

dominated by totalitarianism and militarization due to the fascist practices of their governments,

which do not protect their rights to free development, to a dignified life project, and above all the

right of children and adolescents to LIVE IN PEACE29.

All these experiences imply a high degree of traumatic content that negatively impacts children

and adolescents, often irreparably influencing their psychic development, perpetuating the trauma,

and causing the harmful consequences to be passed on from generation to generation30.

29 Report on the crisis in Chile at 22-01-2020. Page 76. https://www.defensorianinez.cl/wp-content/uploads/2020/
01/Informe-DDN-Crisis-Social-ajustado-22-de-enero-2020.pdf

30 Report on the crisis in Chile at 22-01-2020. https://www.defensorianinez.cl/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/Informe-
DDN-Crisis-Social-ajustado-22-de-enero-2020.pdf
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b. Liability to REPAIR the damage caused to our children and adolescents.

The right to reparation for damages caused to people affected by human rights violations has

been widely recognized by the entire international human rights system, under the principle of

"pacta sunt servanda", which implies that all States are obliged to comply in good faith with the

obligations assumed in international conventions and, in case of non-compliance, to repair any

damage.

Regarding the rights of children and adolescents, General Comment No. 13 of 2011, issued by

the UN, expressly points out the obligation of the State to protect child victims and/or witnesses of

human rights violations, investigate and punish the perpetrators, and PROVIDE REMEDIES for

such violations.

In this regard, and as detailed in the previous section, during the social upheaval the State of Chile,

through its agents, committed a series of human rights violations against children and adolescents,

both by action and omission, and is therefore obliged to take urgent and efficient measures to

repair such profound damage.

Although no international instrument provides for specific reparation measures, these have been

built based on jurisprudence, international tradition, and the needs of each specific case from the

perspective of the victim and the affected society. In this sense, from the International Organization

of Human Rights 18.10, and following the criteria already expressed by the Children’s Ombudsman

in its Report on the crisis in Chile at 22 January 2020, it seems imperative and urgent to us that

the State of Chile take the following measures of reparation:

1. THE IMMEDIATE RELEASE OF MINORS IN PRE-TRIAL DETENTION. As for minors

criminally prosecuted and retained in pre-trial detention, the first remedy that should be

sought is the immediate restoration of their liberty.

2. IMMEDIATE DEMILITARIZATION OF THE ARAUCANIA REGION, AND ALL MAPUCHE

NATIONAL ANCESTRAL TERRITORY as a basic measure to guarantee the right to live

in peace for the children of this ethnic group.

3. RECOGNITION OF THE STATUS OF POLITICAL PRISONERS AND/OR RELEASE OF

ALL MINORS CRIMINALLY PROSECUTED IN CONNECTION WITH THE EXERCISE

OF THEIR RIGHT TO DEMONSTRATE FOLLOWING THE SOCIAL UPRISING.
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4. DETECTION AND RESPONSE IN CRISIS Under the Istanbul Protocol31, in a crisis, it

is necessary to implement, in a timely and effective manner, free of charge and for all

victims, interventions of first detection and response of containment, orientation, and

binding referral, with definition of minimum medical, psychological and social protocol. It

is important that such attention is carried out within a framework of public recognition by

the State of Chile of the human rights violations committed against children in the context

of general and systematic violations of the human rights of the Chilean population, and

that the primary treatment is focused on that context, and not as a mere decontextualized

trauma.

5. PUBLIC POLICIES OF FREE CARE FOR VICTIMS OF VIOLENCE. To highlight the

effective responsibility of the State, allowing for the design and implementation of public

policy for the care of victims of State violence that meets international standards, with a

special focus on children.

6. COMMISSION FOR TRUTH, JUSTICE, AND REPARATION. To establish a Commission

for Truth, Justice, and Reparation, regarding the victims of human rights violations from

October 18, 2019, and the evident state violence provoked by police agents in the context

of the social upheaval, promoting and ensuring effective reparation.

7. FINANCIAL COMPENSATION. Economic compensation should be provided to all

children and adolescents who claim to have suffered human rights violations during

the social uprising, who by legal mandate should at all times have been the main

beneficiaries of protection by the State of Chile.

8. GUARANTEES THAT THERE WILL BE NO RECURRENCE. Firstly, that a protocol,

announcement, presidential decree or any other legal instrument be issued that is

binding on all police officers and, in general, on the security forces and law enforcement

entities in Chile, expressly prohibiting the arrest or any form of deprivation of liberty

of minors, and only in the event of a flagrant offense can they be detained in order

to establish their identity and to be subsequently summoned, since it is evident that

the Carabineros de Chile is unaware that the deprivation of any rights of children and

adolescents is only a last resort. In addition, to establish protocols of suspension from

duty upon any complaint by a minor of psychological, physical, or sexual violence during

any procedure. Finally, mandatory training should be provided to all officers in Chile’s law

enforcement and security forces on the human rights of children and adolescents.

31 Istanbul Protocol. chrome-extension://ohfgljdgelakfkefopgklcohadegdpjf/https://www.ohchr.org/documents/
publications/training8rev1en.pdf
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V. The monitoring role of the international community

through the application of the democratic clause in free

trade agreements.

International human rights treaty law is the result of the most painful systematic and widespread

violations of human rights, by States towards its inhabitants. These violations have occurred in

full view of the entire international community, which has failed by omission to comply with the

most essential obligations it has conventionally undertaken, such as the promotion and defense of

human rights.

In this regard, this international human rights organization has taken on the task of ensuring

that the international community adheres to its most essential agreements, exercising its role as

overseer of the third-party countries with which it has agreements, in this case, Chile. The aim

is to collaborate in stopping and preventing even more profound, painful, and irreparable

genocide and human rights abuses against the Chilean population.

In this report, we have highlighted the most unprotected and vulnerable victims of the entire

society, children, and adolescents. If the international community is unable to act when

those suffering the worst pain are children, then we are faced with an absolutely ruthless,

shameful, and ineffective global humanitarian system.

The supervisory role that the international community should have towards Chile is undeniable and

is supported by the so-called "Democratic Clauses" contained in most of the treaties on various

subjects between countries. These clauses are generally composed of two parts; the first contains

a declaration of "essential elements of the convention32" within which respect of the States for

human rights is included. The second part contains a declaration of "non-execution", a clause

which leads States to request, as a last resort, the temporary suspension of bilateral cooperation

with those who fail to comply with any of the essential elements of the convention, following a

procedure before the Association Council concerning consultations and possible negotiation. In

this sense, the member countries of the European Union are in total legal possibility to exercise

the aforementioned supervisory role since Chile was the first Latin American country to sign a free

trade agreement with the European Union in 2002, still in force. (SICE, 2020).

32 The effects of the human rights clauses in the EU-Mexico Global Agreement and the EU-Chile Association
Agreement https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2017/558764/EPRS_STU(2017)558764_EN.pdf
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Moreover, it is the European Parliament itself which, in its clause on human rights and democracy

in European Union agreements33, in recitals B and E, expressly recognizes and emphasizes this

supervisory role of the international community, pointing out that “ developing and consolidating

democracy and the rule of law, and respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, constitute

a global objective of the Common Foreign and Security Policy and must be an integral part of

the European Union’s external policy,” and “the legally binding character of the human rights

and democracy clause should make it an important instrument in European policy on promoting

fundamental rights...”.

This way the international community has the necessary tools to collaborate with the

re-establishment of the human rights of the inhabitants of Chile. Their silence in the face of

the serious facts described in this report would constitute not only a mere breach of conventional

law but also an omission of complicity with the government of Chile and its policies of terror which,

as has been shown, are harming the most vulnerable part of society, its children and adolescents.

33 European Parliament resolution on the human rights and democracy clause in European Union agreements
(2005/2057(INI)) https://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//NONSGML+TA+P6-TA-2006-0056+
0+DOC+PDF+V0//EN
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VI. Conclusion and recommendations

The ruthless violations of the human rights of children and adolescents committed by agents of

the Chilean State and described in this report have been widely documented and reported for

more than eight months to the various human rights bodies we have mentioned. Accordingly, it is

common knowledge among the entire international community, and its silence and omission has

been and continues to be deeply distressing. Even more so when the victims are children.

As has been noted, in Chile, 22.1% of children and adolescents live in a miserable situation of

multidimensional poverty, where none of their most basic needs are met, such as adequate food

and housing, education, health, and social security. The case of Alejandra described herein is not

unique: thousands of children in Chile are in daily need before a State that is unable to guarantee

their economic, social, and cultural rights.

The reality of Mapuche children and adolescents is one of the cruelest: indigenous children live

as victims, day by day, of poverty, and arbitrary and excessive violence by the State against

their peoples, their beliefs, and themselves. The crime committed against Benjamín, a minor

shot by the Chilean police which, as always, remains in total impunity, reveals a criminal

policy based on the criminalization of an internal enemy, a type of criminal law practiced by

Nazi Germany and currently being used by the government of Sebastián Piñera. A criminal

policy that imprisons and produces persecutory criminal regulations daily, applied only to those

considered enemies of the State: the indigenous peoples and inhabitants that dissident against

its fascism, as has been profusely demonstrated from the social upheaval, leaving a policeman

free to shoot a child in the back 180 times and keeping our minors and young people prisoners for

expressing themselves, as has been plainly exposed.

Recently we witnessed a racist attack by neo Nazi groups against Mapuche communities34, these

groups were carrying weapons and incendiary devices, and indigenous children were present

inside the targeted area. However, even though the actions resulted in several Mapuche community

members being wounded and despite the fact that the events took place in the middle of the curfew

and with the restrictions imposed by the pandemic, due to the complicit inactivity of the Chilean

police, no one was arrested.

The result of this Hitler-type of criminal policy is that at least 6,420 children and adolescents

were detained since the social uprising, many of whom have reported physical and psychological

violence during their procedures, including sexual violence and torture. Under this policy, the State

34 Violent night in La Araucanía: evictions, destruction and confrontations in different municipalities
https://radio.uchile.cl/2020/08/02/violenta-noche-en-la-araucania-desalojos-destrozos-y-enfrentamientos-en-
distintos-municipios/
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of Chile has accused our minors of being "a powerful enemy", criminalizing their legitimate right

to demonstrate and express their opinion, violating international treaties on children, especially

the Universal Declaration of the Rights of the Child, failing to observe the principle of the best

interests of the child when making arrests, applying prolonged pretrial detentions or other restrictive

measures of deprivation of liberty, filing charges under laws that increase penalties outside of the

special criminal system for minors. All of the above is absolutely unconventional, unconstitutional,

and illegal.

This atmosphere of profound state violence not only claims as victims the criminalized minors but

also all the Chilean children who have had to endure this severe trauma without any state policies

offering psychological protections.

Therefore, through this report, and as detailed in the previous section, we are expressly and

desperately asking the international community to intervene. Specifically, we ask the international

community to effectively exercise its oversight role through the application of the Democratic

Clause, provided for in the international conventions signed and ratified by Chile with the European

Union, and/or any other legal, political mechanisms that, in democracy and conventional law, could

be applied to stop this physical and psychological massacre, depriving children and adolescents

of a dignified and healthy life, and shattering their dreams and innocence.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

If the international community decides to conduct any negotiations with Chile, on account of its

failure to comply with the obligation to observe, promote and respect the human rights of its

inhabitants, whether within the framework of the procedure for enforcing democratic clauses or by

any other means, our international Human Rights organization, 18.10, recommends demanding

the implementation of at least the following reparation measures, which should include guarantees

of non-recurrence of the human rights violations of children and adolescents:

1. Urgent and immediate cessation of state violence against the inhabitants of Chile.

2. Immediate demilitarization of the Chilean Araucanía, and/or all Mapuche territory.

3. Immediate release of minors who are in pre-trial detention, or revoke any and all measures

restricting their freedom during the investigation, in accordance with the principle of the best

interests of minors and the other guarantees already indicated.

4. Recognition of the status of political prisoners and/or the acquittal of all charges against

children and adolescents arrested during the social unrest.

5. Public policies of free and universal access to psychological support for all children and

adolescents in Chile, especially for those who have denounced direct violations of their

human rights, both as the first response to a crisis and the long term care, with special

attention to the Mapuche children, in accordance with their ancestral beliefs, as stipulated in

ILO Convention 169.

6. Mandatory training for the Carabineros of Chile on differentiated detention and criminal

procedures for minors, prohibiting any deprivation of liberty for them, in accordance with the

legal, constitutional, and conventional norms expressed.

7. A fair criminal trial (without the bias of a Hitler-type criminal policy) and within a reasonable

timeframe, for all government officials denounced for violations of the human rights of

Chilean children and adolescents.

8. Establishment of a Commission for Truth, Justice and Reparation.
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